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Intertwined homo-oligomers are complexes com-
prising identical protein subunits, where small seg-
ments or compact protein substructures (domains)
are exchanged between the subunits. Using a formal
definition of intertwined homo-oligomers, we survey
the Protein Data Bank for all such complexes.
Results show that intertwining occurs in 13,442
(24%) of all surveyed structures. A majority (72%)
exchanges one contiguous chain segment of vary-
ing length. Another 10%, exchange structural
domains, and the remaining 20% display complex
intertwining topologies. Smaller proteins are more
often intertwined, and intertwining is dominant in
solution homodimers. These findings and analyses
of various properties of the major category of inter-
twined complexes, their interfaces and quaternary
context, support the physiological role of intertwin-
ing in promoting homooligomer stability. Further-
more, the number of different intertwining modes
observed in families of related proteins is limited,
and likely specific to the protein fold. These findings
yield unique insights into the role of intertwining in
homomeric association.
INTRODUCTION
Oligomers composed of identical protein subunits, also denoted
as ‘‘homo-oligomers,’’ or ‘‘homomers’’ in short, are very com-
mon. Based on various estimates, over 50% of proteins self
associate to form homomers (Levy et al., 2006; Goodsell and
Olson, 2000; Ku¨hner et al., 2009). A large fraction of these
are dimers, which feature symmetric (isologous) interfaces.
Symmetric interfaces are expected to evolve more readily than
nonsymmetric (heterologous) interfaces, because mutations
that individually may not stabilize a nonsymmetric interface
could stabilize a symmetric one (Monod et al., 1965; Lukatsky
et al., 2006), thereby affording extra stabilization, especially for
smaller homomers. Increased stability of the complex may, in
turn, allow more destabilizing mutations on the protein surface,
often required to optimize function (Jaramillo et al., 2002). There-638 Structure 21, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rightsfore, a growing number of studies have been been devoted to the
analysis and classification of homomers and the evolutionary
processes underpinning their formation (Levy and Pereira-Leal,
2008; Andre´ et al., 2008).
Homomers can form intertwined associations, where small
segments or compact protein substructures (domains) are
exchanged between the interacting subunits (Milburn et al.,
1993; Bennett et al., 1994), forming various types of quaternary
arrangements, ranging from dimers to larger oligomers and poly-
mers. A subset of intertwined proteins, known as 3D domain-
swapped systems, has been thoroughly investigated (Bennett
et al., 1995; Liu and Eisenberg, 2002). These systems are char-
acterized by the interconversion between ‘‘closed’’ monomeric
proteins and an intertwined homomer, where specific intramo-
lecular contacts are substituted for their intermolecular equiva-
lents. Three-dimensional-domain swapping has been proposed
as an evolutionary mechanism for homomer formation (Bennett
et al., 1994) and is suggested to underpin protein aggregation
in several neurodegenerative diseases (Knaus et al., 2001; Ja-
nowski et al., 2001; Bennett et al., 2006). However, not all inter-
twined homomers undergo the monomer-dimer interconversion
process. In general, it is unclear which ones do without the
explicit knowledge of the corresponding monomeric structures.
So far, however, intertwined homomers have not been systemat-
ically examined outside of the 3D domain-swapping context.
Here, we report a comprehensive survey of intertwined homo-
mers in known protein structures of the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
(Berman et al., 2000). The survey defines all unique pairwise
associations between identical subunits and identifies those
that are intertwined.
Any study on protein association needs to consider quaternary
assemblies that are physiologically relevant. When dealing with
crystal structures, computational methods are often used to
predict such assemblies (Henrick and Thornton, 1998; Krissinel
and Henrick, 2007). However, these predictions always assume
rigid subunits, a situation that does not apply to intertwined
associations. Unless otherwise specified, our analysis therefore
considers all unique homomeric association modes, including
those corresponding to nonphysiological crystal contacts.
Somewhat unexpectedly, we find intertwined homomers to be
rather common. They occur in 13,442 structures, representing
23.8% of all protein entries in the PDB. The majority of these
homomers display a variety of intertwining modes not previously
surveyed. Using the entire collection we analyze the extent of
subunit intertwining and the quaternary context of intertwinedreserved
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mers are grouped into three distinct categories. The remainder
of our analysis focuses on the largest category, denoted
S-type, which represents 72% of all intertwined associations.
In S-type intertwined homomers, a single contiguous chain
segment is exchanged between the interacting subunits. We
analyze various properties of this category, including amino
acid and secondary structure compositions, interface packing
and interface polarity. In addition, we investigate the degree to
which distinct intertwining modes are conserved in related
proteins.
Our study reveals the global landscape of intertwined homo-
mers and their contribution to different quaternary assembly
states. It furthermore presents evidence to support the role of
intertwining in homomer stability and yields insights into the
constraints that underlie the conservation of intertwining modes
in related proteins. The data set of intertwined homomers is
freely available at http://wodaklab.org/proswap/.
RESULTS
Identifying Intertwined Homomers
An overview of the procedure used to identify intertwined homo-
mers is presented in Figure 1. A total of 70,231 macromolecular
structures were retrieved from the PDB. Following filtering based
on resolution and other criteria (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures available online), the data set was streamlined to
56,411 structures. For each of these structures we identified
unique associations between pairs of identical subunits by
examining all subunit interfaces in the crystal or the solution
study. We only considered associations with interface areas
>370 A˚2 and subunits comprising 30–800 residues, yielding
a data set of 79,074 unique associations. The subset of physio-
logically relevant associations, as defined by the PISA software
(Krissinel and Henrick, 2007), was also considered, but the
bulk of the analysis was carried out on the full data set. Each
unique association was classified into one of three possible
quaternary assembly modes: dimeric (pairs of subunits related
by 2-fold symmetry), oligomeric (closed assemblies of three or
more subunits related by various rotational symmetries), or poly-
meric (open fiber-like assemblies of subunits related by transla-
tional or screw symmetry) (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures and Figure S1 for details).
An automatic procedure was used to partition each subunit
association into exactly two structural domains, such that the
domains form a minimum number of contacts between them
(Wernisch et al., 1999). When these domains include residues
from both subunits, we call them noncontiguous structural
domains (NCSD) and the assembly is considered intertwined.
The precise pattern of intertwining is defined by the swapping
profile. This profile indicates which residues are exchanged—
swapped—between the subunits to form the intermolecular
structural domains, and defines the boundary between the
swapped and nonswapped segments, as illustrated in Figures
1D–1F, and further detailed in Experimental Procedures and Fig-
ure S2. Intertwined associations identified by our procedure
involve the exchange of one or more polypeptide segments
between the subunits. Some of these associations are 3D
domain-swapped, like the Eps8 SH3 domain dimer of FiguresStructure 211D–1F, where the NCSD adopts the same fold as the closed
monomer. The majority of intertwined homomers are not known
to form stable monomers.
Complex intertwining geometries with less clearly defined
NCSD boundaries, and associations with very large subunit
interfaces were postprocessed using additional criteria and
manual inspection to filter out cases corresponding to nonintert-
wined associations (false positives) (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). Associations exchanging very short segments (less
than five residues) were not analyzed (Figure S3).
Intertwined Assemblies Are Common
Intertwined homomers were identified in 23.8% of all the struc-
tures in our data set. Table 1 lists the total number of structures
and associations identified for each of the three considered
assembly modes, and the fraction of these that are intertwined.
In total, 68% of all intertwined associations are dimeric. Oligo-
meric assemblies are less common in general, but are more
frequently intertwined, whereas polymeric associations are the
least likely to form intertwined assemblies. These results reflect
the overall frequency of intertwined associations in our data
set, including those formed by crystal contacts.
A much higher incidence of intertwined associations was
foundwhen limiting the analysis to physiological assemblies pre-
dicted by PISA (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007) (Table 1). Of our
collection, 30,360 associations are predicted to form under
physiological conditions. Of those 34.7% (10,538) are inter-
twined. In contrast, only 7.2% (1,606) of the remaining 22,351
nonphysiological X-ray contacts form intertwined assemblies
(dimeric or oligomeric).
Additionally, nearly two-thirds of all dimers solved by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy are intertwined, a
highly significant increase when compared to the frequency
of intertwined associations among predicted physiological
dimers (p < 1032). This increase is not due to disordered chain
ends, which are common in NMR structures, as the majority of
the intertwined solution dimers exchange secondary structure
elements (as detailed in Supplemental Results and Figure S4).
Thus, the significantly higher proportion of intertwined associa-
tions among predicted and observed physiological assemblies
suggests that intertwining is a physiological phenomenon
associated with stable assemblies rather than an artifact of the
structure determination methods, as will be further discussed
below.
Extent of Subunit Intertwining
Some intertwined proteins exchange residues that integrate
deeply into the neighboring subunit, whereas others exchange
residues close to the interface between the twoNCSDs, resulting
in a much less obvious intertwining. To quantify the extent of
intertwining, we define a relative interface area difference
(RIAD) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Fig-
ure 2). RIAD values reflect the fraction of the subunit interface
area contributed by the exchanged segments. This area is
related to the primary interface of 3D Domain-Swapped systems
(Bennett et al., 1994). Larger RIAD values indicate more exten-
sive intertwining of the two subunits.
The distributions of RIAD values for all dimeric, oligomeric, and
polymeric associations (Figure 2E) display no clear distinction, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 639
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Figure 1. Overview of the PDB Survey Procedure
(A) Three 2D sketches of protein crystal structures. Each
sketch contains two identical subunits in the asymmetric
unit (ASU), colored orange and purple. Subunits related by
crystal symmetry are illustrated in tan.
(B) Subsets of all associations containing one or more
subunits from the ASU. Associations are sorted by interface
similarity into three distinct groups.
(C) Graph representation of the crystal structure, specific to
one type of association. This graph dictates the assembly
symmetry (dimeric, oligomeric, or polymeric).
(D) Ribbon diagram and contact network representation for
an intertwined subunit association partitioned into two non-
contiguous structural domains (NCSD). The shown example
is the 3D domain-swapped SH3 domain (PDB code, 1AOJ)
(Kishan et al., 1997). Orange and gray represent the two
identified NCSDs. Each comprises chain segments from
both subunits. In the contact network, vertices correspond
to individual residues and edges to residue-residue con-
tacts, contacts between the NCSDs (green edges), and
contacts within the corresponding NCSDs (gray and orange
edges).
(E) Contact map representing the same subunit association.
Black dots represent contacts, gray and orange colors
delimit regions corresponding to contacts within each
NCSD. Contacts between NCSDs are green.
(F) The sequence for each chain and the computed swap-
ping profile SD. Each residue subset (orange and gray)
corresponds to a separate polypeptide chain. A total of
26 residues, with values of ‘‘1’’ in the swapping profile are
exchanged between subunits. This profile defines the
swapping boundary, representing a discontinuity between
NCSDs when following the polypeptide chain from the
N terminus to C terminus.
See also Figures S1–S3.
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Table 1. Intertwined Proteins in Different Assembly Modes
All Associations All Structuresa PISA-Predicted Complexes X-Ray (<2.5A˚)b Solution Complexes NMRc
Total Intertwined (%) Total Intertwined (%) Total Intertwined (%) Total Intertwined (%)
Dimeric 46,146 10,534 (22.8) 29,091 9,343 (32.1) 26,695 9,194 (34.4) 377 248 (65.8)
Oligomeric 6,967 1,869 (26.8) 6,167 1,811 (29.4) 3,665 1,344 (36.7) 25 11 (44.0)
Polymeric 25,961 3,155 (12.2) 18,030 2,933 (16.3) – – – –
Total 79,074 15,558 (19.7) 56,411 13,442 (23.8) 30,360 10,538 (34.7) 402 259 (64.4)
Polymeric physiological associations were not considered as PISA and do not infer the native presence of such assemblies.
aPDB structures containing the specified assembly type.
bIntertwined associations in assemblies predicted by PISA (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007).
cIntertwined associations present in solution NMR structures.
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the other hand, homodimer crystal structures and particularly
solution dimers, feature significantly higher RIAD values than
their oligomeric or polymeric counterparts, with as much as
30%–40% of the subunit interface area contributed by the
exchanged segments, indicating extensive intertwining between
the subunits. Interestingly, RIAD values show no dependence on
the number of residues in the exchanged segments (Figure 2F),
owing to the fact that these segments tend to adopt a variety
of local folds, with some being more compact than others.
Quaternary Structure Context of Intertwined
Association
Having classified all unique associations into distinct assembly
modes (dimeric, oligomeric, and polymeric) enables us to inves-
tigate how intertwined associations of different modes are
related to the symmetry operations that relate individual
subunits in the quaternary structure. We used information from
the PiQSi database (Levy, 2007), which provides manually
curated quaternary structure assignments and descriptions of
intersubunit symmetry for 20% of all entries in the PDB. The
presence of intertwined dimeric and oligomeric associations
among homomers of different sizes and symmetries are reported
in Table 2.
Homomers with dihedral symmetry, DNR 3, have both dimeric
(isologous) and oligomeric (heterologous) associations. There is
evidence that the isologous associations are generally stronger
(Lukatsky et al., 2006), more highly conserved in evolution, and
tend to form first along the assembly pathway (Levy et al.,
2008; Venkatakrishnan et al., 2010). Interestingly, we find that
among D3 homohexamers, intertwined dimeric interfaces are
more common (49.0%) than intertwined trimeric interfaces
(22.1%; p < 1015). A similar trend is observed in D4 dihedral
octamers (p < 1015). This suggests that intertwining contributes
preferentially to stabilizing isologous interfaces, but can also
stabilize a heterologous interface, possibly in assemblies where
the dimeric interfaces are weaker. Interestingly we also observe
that intertwining among cyclic C3 trimers is slightly more
common (32.7%) than the trimeric interfaces of D3 homomers
(22.1%; p < 104).
Together, these findings suggest that intertwining plays an
important role in stabilizing key interfaces of dihedral homomers.
Intertwining may also contribute favorably to the stabilization of
cyclic homomers, which are generally weaker than dihedral or
dimeric assemblies (Lukatsky et al., 2006).Structure 21Classification of Intertwined Associations
The intertwined homomers identified by our procedure are
quite diverse and differ widely in the structural elements they
exchange. In order to reduce diversity and identify more mean-
ingful trends, we classified all 15,558 intertwined associations
(Table 1) into three distinct classes denoted as S-, D- or
M-type swaps. The classification was performed using several
properties of the exchanged elements and their relation to
structural domain assignments (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures and Figure S5).
Associations that do not exchange discrete structural
domains are classified as ‘‘S-type’’ swaps. These associations
are said to exchange chain segments. These segments can be
located at the ends of a polypeptide chain (terminal), or flanked
by nonswapped regions (nonterminal). S-type swaps represent
71.9% of all intertwined associations. Terminal and nonterminal
S-type subsets account for 38.7% and 33.2% of all intertwined
associations, respectively.
‘‘D-type’’ swaps involve the exchange of discrete structural
domains between multidomain protein subunits. We denote
assemblies with intertwined structural domains as D-type in
order to distinguish them from 3D domain-swapped systems.
The latter undergo a specific interconversion process between
monomeric and multimeric states by the exchange of polypep-
tide segments that do not necessarily correspond to structural
domain. D-type swaps account for only 9.9% of all intertwined
associations in our data set.
‘‘M-type’’ swaps are intertwined associations that exchange
multiple noncontiguous stretches of polypeptide chains. This
class of swaps is the most diverse and therefore challenging to
analyze. A significant number of the corresponding associations
appear to exchange a mixture of discrete domains and nondo-
main segments. M-type swaps account for 18.2% of all inter-
twined associations examined.
The remainder of this study focuses on the S-type swaps.
These swaps are well defined and represent the largest category
of intertwined associations. A separate study will be devoted to
the analysis of the D- and M- type swaps (S.S.M. and S.J.W.,
unpublished data).
Properties of S-type Intertwined Associations
The S-type intertwined associations were surveyed for number
of fundamental properties, such as the amino acid and
secondary structure propensities of the intertwined segments,
their length, the extent to which subunits interpenetrate, and, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 641
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Figure 2. Extent of Intertwining
(A and B) Ribbon diagrams illustrating an intertwined dimer with a high (extensive intertwining) and low (subtle intertwining) RIAD values, respectively. Blue and
orange represent distinct subunits. In each illustration, a single noncontiguous structural domain (NCSD) is represented by a transparent solvent accessible
surface. (A) S.marcescens hemophore HasA (2CN4; Czjzek et al., 2007), 173 residues per subunit, 46 swapped, I(subunit) = 4231A˚2, I(NCSD) = 446A˚2, RIAD =
0.895. (B) P.denitrificans Gfa (1XA8; Neculai et al., 2005), 196 residues per subunit, 7 swapped, ISubunit = 655A˚
2, I(NCSD) = 634A˚2, RIAD = 0.032.
(C and D) Illustrations of how the interface areas between subunits (ISubunit), and between NCSDs (INCSD) are defined. The interface area is computed as the
difference in solvent accessible surface area (SASA) between the dimer and the isolated subunits or NCSDs.
(E) Distributions of the RIAD values, measuring the extent of intertwining, for all dimeric, oligomeric, polymeric, and NMR intertwined polymeric associations.
Vertical dotted lines show average RIAD values, with RIAD = (Isubunit – INCSD) /Isubunit. The number of associations and average RIAD values are 10,730 and 0.34
(dimeric); 1,972; and 0.25 (oligomeric); 3,194 and 0.32 (polymeric); 253 and 0.41 (NMR dimers).
(F) RIAD values in relation to the swap length. Twenty of each, dimeric, oligomeric, and polymeric D-type associations and fifty of each dimeric, oligomeric, and
polymeric S-type associations were randomly selected to illustrate the lack of dependency of the RIAD value on swap length. The latter is defined as the number
of residues in the segments that are exchanges between the two subunits (see the text).
See also Figure S4.
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Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomersvarious properties of the corresponding homomer interfaces.
To minimize biases due to borderline intertwining, associations
with RIAD values <0.1 were removed. The remaining associa-
tions (10,133 in all) were grouped into ‘‘distinct’’ swaps from
separate families of related protein. Protein sequences from all
PDB entries were clustered into groups with 40% sequence
identity and 90% overlap along the sequence. Associations
within each sequence family were then further grouped based
on the similarity of their swapping profile and assembly mode
(dimeric, oligomeric, or polymeric) (see Supplemental Experi-642 Structure 21, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rightsmental Procedures) (Figure 5A). This yielded a total of 4,181
distinct S-type swaps, and the following analyses were per-
formed on a randomly selected representative from each of
these swaps.
Secondary Structure and Amino Acid Composition
Figures 3A and 3B reports the amino acid and secondary struc-
ture propensities relative to overall PDB averages, for three
components of proteins with distinct S-type swaps: nonswap-
ped residues, swapped residues, and swapping hinges (see
Supplemental Information for complete listing). Results arereserved
Table 2. Frequency of Intertwined Associations in Different
Quaternary Contexts
Symmetry
(No. of
Subunits)
Structures
Observed
Structures
with
Intertwined
Dimers (%)
Structures
with
Intertwined
Oligomers (%)
Structures
with both
Intertwined
Oligomers and
Dimers (%)
C2 (2) 2,159 927 (42.9) – –
C3 (3) 248 – 81 (32.7) –
C4 (4) 41 – 4 (9.8) 2 (4.9)
D2 (4) 830 434 (52.3) – –
D3 (6) 204 100 (49.0) 43 (21.1) 12 (5.9)
D4 (8) 61 17 (27.9) 1 (1.6) 0 (0.0)
Tetr (12) 26 3 (11.5) 9 (34.6) 2 (7.7)
Octa (24) 25 1 (4.0) 4 (16.0) 1 (4.0)
Number and fraction of observed intertwined associations found in dif-
ferent symmetric assemblies as defined by the PiQSi database (Levy,
2007) taken July 19th, 2012. Quaternary states with fewer than ten struc-
tures were omitted.
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Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomersshown separately for both terminal, and nonterminal S-type
swaps. A swapping hinge (Bennett et al., 1994) is defined here
as comprising six-residue segments surrounding a swapping
boundary (Figure 1F).
As expected, nonswapped segments display roughly similar
secondary structure propensities as those of PDB structures.
In contrast, swapped segments in both terminal and nonterminal
S-type swaps are significantly depleted in extended conforma-
tions but enriched in coil and helical structures, relative to protein
structures in the PDB. These trends reflect the propensity of the
exchanged segments to form local intramolecular interactions,
thereby minimizing nonlocal interactions with the neighboring
subunit.
At the swapping hinges, terminal swaps are largely depleted in
extended conformations and slightly depleted in helical struc-
tures, but are significantly enriched in coil conformations. Hinges
of nonterminal swaps are also enriched in coil conformations,
but significantly depleted in helical content. The high propensity
of coil conformation in the hinge regions agrees with previous
observations made in domain swapped systems (Liu and Eisen-
berg, 2002) and likely reflects the requirement for structural
diversity in these regions. On the other hand, differences in
helical and extended conformation propensities could indicate
that these two swapping subtypes form by different mecha-
nisms. Separate mechanisms are likely at play, because nonter-
minal swaps form two swapping hinges per subunit, whereas
terminal swaps form only one.
Interestingly, S-type swapped segments and hinges are en-
riched in polar and charged residues, whereas nonswapped
regions tend to be more hydrophobic (Figure 3B). These trends
agree with the observations that swapped segments are more
solvent exposed and tend to exhibit similar propensities as those
of surface residues (see Supplemental Information).
Trends in the composition of specific amino acids are also
noteworthy. Methionine and histidine residues are over repre-
sented in terminal swapped segments, maybe as a result of
the experimental techniques used to express and purify proteinsStructure 21for structural studies. A clear preference for proline residues is
observed in swapping hinges. The presence of proline in loop
regions was shown to promote domain swapping in some
systems (Rousseau et al., 2001). This role was attributed to its
backbone stiffness, which may also favor the S-type intertwining
analyzed here. On the other hand, swapped segments, and to
a lesser extend also hinge regions, are depleted in cysteine
and large aromatic residues (especially tryptophan). This deple-
tion may reflect a selection against exposed sulfhydryl groups
and bulky aromatic side chains in these more solvent exposed
polypeptide regions.
Glycine is clearly depleted at the hinge region of terminal
S-type swaps but enriched in their nonterminal counterparts.
Because glycine is a strong indicator of hinge motion (Flores
et al., 2007), its enrichment could suggest hinge-like motion in
non-terminal swaps. Likewise, glycine depletion argues against
hinge-like motion for terminal swaps. Differences in glycine
composition are yet another indication that terminal and non-
terminal swaps might be governed by distinct mechanisms.
Terminal swaps could proceed through tightly coupled folding
and binding, following the engagement of chain ends (Maleva-
nets et al., 2008).Whereas in nonterminal swaps, subunit binding
might be coupled to loop displacement involving hinge motion
(Kundu and Jernigan, 2004). Dimeric, oligomeric, and polymeric
S-type associations displayed similar propensities, suggesting
that their formations may be governed by similar principles
(data not shown).
Composition and Packing of S-type Intertwined
Interfaces
To further characterize S-type intertwined associations (both
terminal and nonterminal), we analyzed the areas of the corre-
sponding interfaces, their composition in amino acids and
atom types, and their packing properties (Figure 4). These prop-
erties have served as criteria for gauging the stability of protein
complexes, as well as to single out biologically relevant protein
associations from nonspecific binding modes (Janin and Rodier,
1995; Janin, 1997; Bahadur et al., 2003; Henrick and Thornton,
1998; Krissinel and Henrick, 2007).
Interestingly, we find that intertwined subunits are smaller
than those in nonintertwined associations (p value < 1013).
The mean protein sizes are 238.3 and 256.2 residues, respec-
tively, corresponding to a difference of 17.9 residues or 7%.
Despite this decrease in protein size, intertwined homomers
have much larger subunit interface areas than their nonintert-
wined counterparts (Figure 4A) due to the nonglobular structure
of the individual bound subunits (Figure 2D). Intertwined homo-
meric interfaces are generally enriched in nonpolar residues
(Figure 4B), and exhibit very similar amino acid preferences to
those of strong dimeric interfaces (Dey et al., 2010). Likewise,
intertwined associations have a significantly higher fraction
of nonpolar interface atoms (FNP) than their nonintertwined
counterparts (p value x 0) (Figure 3C). To evaluate the atomic
packing densities of these interfaces, we use a modified mea-
sure of the LD index (Bahadur et al., 2004), which minimizes
interface size bias (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and Figure S6). Employing this measure, we find that com-
pletely buried interface atoms are more densely packed in inter-
twined interfaces than in their nonintertwined counterparts
(p value x 0) (Figure 4D)., 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 643
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Figure 3. Secondary Structure and Amino
Acid Composition of S-type Intertwined
Proteins
(A) Secondary structure propensities of inter-
twined proteins relative to the average secondary
structure propensity encountered in the PDB.
Considered secondary structures are: turn (red),
coil (gray), helix (blue), and extended (green).
Individual bars represent secondary structure
propensities of nonswapped residues, swapped
residues, and residues located at the swapping
hinge, respectively. The size of each colored
rectangle expresses the relative propensity dif-
ference between the specific set and the average
computed over all PDB structures. Bars in the
positive region indicate that a structural element is
more frequently observed in a set, whereas bars in
the negative region indicate that the structural
element is less frequently observed. The overall
height of each bar indicates the total secondary
structure bias of the set. Differences in secondary
structure propensities >1% and statistically sig-
nificant >95% confidence levels are indicated by
a character (H, E, T, or C), corresponding to the
secondary structure element.
(B) Amino acid propensities of intertwined proteins
relative to the average amino acid propensity
encountered in PDB structures. The panel is
similar to that in (A), except that each color
represents a specific group of residues: positive
charge, blue; negative charge, red; polar, green;
cysteine, yellow; glycine and proline, purple;
aromatic, dark gray; and remaining nonpolar, light
gray. Differences in amino acid propensities >25%
and statistically significant >95% confidence
levels are indicated by the presence of their
representative letters in the colored rectangles.
The absolute abundance for each secondary
structure element and amino acid, along with the
corresponding statistical errors, are provided in the Supplemental Information. The data were compiled using 16,971 distinct chains from the PDB and a total
of 4,181 distinct S-type swaps (derived as described in the text and Figure 5A). Of these, 2,417 are distinct terminal S-type swaps, and 1,764 are distinct
nonterminal S-type swaps.
See also Figure S5 and Supplemental Data Set S1.
Structure
Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomersBecause interface size alone may influence polarity and
atomic packing density, we evaluated the same properties in
intertwined and nonintertwined associations with similar inter-
faces size distributions (see Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures for details). In this second comparison, nonredundant
sets of 2,050 intertwined and 7,811 nonintertwined associations
displayed somewhat smaller yet highly statistically significant
differences in amino acid propensities, nonpolar atom fraction,
and packing density, as those shown in Figure 4 (see the data
presented in the Figure S7). The difference in subunit size is
even more pronounced, with intertwined subunits16% shorter
on average, when data sets with similar interface size distribu-
tions are compared.
Enrichment in nonpolar atoms and tight atomic packing are
hallmarks of stable protein interfaces (Nooren and Thornton,
2003; Dey et al., 2010). Hence together, these observations pro-
vide further evidence that S-type intertwining promotes homo-
mer stability. This role is not due only to the large interface sizes,
but also to the intertwining phenomenon itself, and is particularly
instrumental in stabilizing homomers of smaller proteins.644 Structure 21, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rightsDistinct S-type ‘‘Swaps’’ in Related Sequences
To evaluate the relationship between homologous proteins and
their respective intertwining topologies, we compared all subunit
associations in related proteins. For each of the 16,974 protein
families in the PDB as we defined them (40% sequence identity
and 90% overlap along the sequence), we surveyed the number
of distinct swaps among its members (Figure 5A). Only 3,682
(22%) families contain at least one S-type intertwined protein
and multiple distinct S-type swaps are observed in 578 (3.4%)
sequence clusters. Most protein families do not contain S-type
swaps, but may still contain swaps of the less common D-type
and M-type categories (data not shown).
The ribonuclease A family is a classical case of multiple swaps
(see Figure 6). Two other examples of protein families with
multiple distinct swaps are illustrated in Figure S8. In our inves-
tigation, the RNase A family is the 22nd largest sequence cluster.
It contains 192 different protein structures, which form four
distinct swaps: two dimeric swaps, one oligomeric swap, and
a polymeric swap (Figures 6A and 6B). Three of these corre-
spond to previously-reported swapping variants (Liu et al.,reserved
A B
D C
Figure 4. Properties of Interfaces in Inter-
twined versus Nonintertwined Homomers
(A) Subunit interface area distributions of inter-
twined homomers (solid black line) and non-
intertwined homomers (dashed blue line). Vertical
lines denote mean values (1,420.8 A˚2 and
727.8 A˚2 for intertwined and for nonintertwined
interfaces, respectively). The difference between
the two distributions is statistically significant
(t test p valuey 0).
(B) Amino acid propensities of intertwined and
nonintertwined interfaces. Residues plotted below
the dashed line are favored by the interfaces of
intertwined homomers relative to nonintertwined
ones.
(C) Distributions of the fraction of non-polar atoms,
FNP, at the interfaces of intertwined (solid black
line) and nonintertwined homomers (dashed blue
line). Vertical lines denote mean values (0.637 and
0.605 for intertwined and nonintertwined inter-
faces, respectively). The difference between the
two distributions is statistically significant (t test
p valuey 0).
(D) Distributions of the packing density index LD at
the interfaces of intertwined (solid black line) and
nonintertwined (dashed blue line) homomers.
Vertical lines denote mean values (19.46 and
19.04 for intertwined and nonintertwined inter-
faces, respectively). The difference between the
two distributions is statistically significant (t test p value < 1041). The data were compiled using 16,727 distinct nonintertwined associations and 4,181
distinct S-type intertwined swaps (derived as described in the text and Figure 5A).
See also Figures S6 and S7.
Structure
Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomers1998, 2001, 2002). The fourth identified swap, is a polymeric
swap that exchanges a six-residue loop near the middle of the
polypeptide. Although this loop makes a significant contribution
to the subunit interface area 10% (RIAD = 0.10), this area is
likely too small (426 A˚2) to represent a physiologically relevant
association.
We also find that the average number of distinct swaps
remains fairly constant as the family size increases (Figure 5B).
Additionally, the frequency of observing sequence families with
multiple distinct swaps decays exponentially with the number
of such swaps (Figure 5C). This dependence indicates that
distinct swaps found in a sequence family are statistically inde-
pendent events, i.e., the presence of one distinct swap does
not favor or disfavor the presence of another.
Swaps are often conserved between structures with similar
sequences. For each distinct swap, we selected a representative
association at random and then counted the fraction of homol-
ogous structures that display the same swap. This process
was repeated for several ranges of sequence identity values.
Overall, the ratio of swapped homologs displays little depen-
dence on the level of sequence identity as shown Figure 5D.
Distant homologs are equally likely to share similar swaps as
closely related ones. But polymeric swaps tend to be less
conserved (25.8%) than dimeric (49.8%) or oligomeric (45.3%)
swaps, possibly reflecting a selection against polymeric swaps
due to their potential role in protein aggregation pathologies
(Mitraki, 2010).
Together these results suggest that the swaps adopted
by members of a protein family are characteristic traits of the
protein fold, while sequence variations and experimental condi-Structure 21tions determine if an ‘‘allowed’’ swap will be stable enough to be
observed.
DISCUSSION
This study devised a formal definition of intertwined associations
between identical protein subunits and used it to explore the full
landscape of such associations in the PDB (Berman et al., 2000).
Intertwiningwas found to be quite ubiquitous, occurring in20%
of all examined homomeric associations. It was even more
common among PISA-predicted physiological homomers, and
present in the majority of solution dimers. The latter exchange
secondary structure elements and are extensively intertwined.
Our results hence support the contention that intertwining is
a physiologically relevant process.
To uncover meaningful trends, the diverse set of intertwined
associations identified by our procedure was classified into
three distinct categories based on physical properties of the
exchanged segments and their relation to structural domain
assignments. The remainder of our study focused on analyzing
key properties of the most common S-type category. This cate-
gory represents 72% of all intertwined association. It involves
the exchange single chain segments that do not correspond to
structural domains and has not been previously surveyed.
A major result of this analysis is that the subunit interfaces in
intertwined associations tend to be more hydrophobic and
more closely packed than their non-intertwined counterparts.
These trends can be partially attributed to the larger interface
areas adopted by intertwined homomers (Figure 4A). However,
we also show that interface hydrophobicity and packing remain, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 645
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Figure 5. Conservation of Intertwining Topologies in Related Sequences
(A) Flow chart of the procedure for clustering proteins with similar sequences and distinct intertwining topologies (distinct swaps). Proteins are first clustered by
sequence similarity (families) and then by swapping profile and swapping mode similarity (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The chart shows ten
sequences grouped into three families and five distinct swaps. The first two families are subclustered into two distinct swaps each; the third family adopts one
distinct swap. Sequence similarity is represented by the length of the black lines, and distinct swaps are represented by colored marks along each sequence.
(B) Relationship between family size (number of structures) and the average number of distinct swaps observed per cluster. The scale on the right axis and points
marked by an ‘‘x’’ denote the number of families averaged.
(C) Semi-log scale histogram reporting the frequency of observed clusters with multiple distinct swaps. Individual sequence clusters contain a minimum of five
protein structures.
(D) Relationship between sequence identity and swap conservation. The plot records the number of swapped homologs at 100%sequence identity, then for each
subsequent interval of 10% sequence identity. Circles denote the midpoints for each interval. The scale on the right axis and points marked by an ‘‘x’’ record the
number of swaps sampled.
Structure
Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomerssignificantly elevated when comparing intertwined to nonintert-
wined associations that have the same interface size distribu-
tion. Therefore, the intertwining phenomenon itself contributes
to homomer stability by increasing interface packing and hydro-
phobicity. This important role of intertwining may also explain its
higher incidence among smaller proteins, which may not form
sufficiently stable associations otherwise. It also explains the
prevalence of intertwined associations in dimers solved by
NMR, which are in general much smaller than those solved
by X-ray diffraction. The link between intertwining and protein
stability is further supported by our analysis of the quaternary
context of intertwining. We showed that the incidence of inter-646 Structure 21, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rightstwining (of all categories) is significantly higher in interfaces
with 2-fold symmetry, compared to other symmetric arrange-
ments. The symmetric interfaces (isologous) are usually more
stable, tend to form first in the complex assembly process and
are more highly conserved (Lukatsky et al., 2006; Levy et al.,
2008).
Intertwining in a homomeric assembly indicates that some
parts of the polypeptide chain undergo conformational changes
upon association. Some of these changes may be quite signifi-
cant, especially when the unbound monomer is unstructured,
or when the swap length or extent of intertwining is large. In
many cases however, this cannot be verified since subunitreserved
Figure 6. Swap Family
(A) Cartoon representations of four distinct intertwining topologies (swaps) and a monomer of the ribonuclease A sequence family. Individual polypeptide chains
are represented by different colors, and a solvent accessible surface area shell depicts oneNCSD. The following summarizes the key properties of each swap and
the number of structures in the swap family with similar intertwining topologies.
Non-Swapped (1QHC): 124 total residues, 169 similar structures encountered.
Swap 1 (1BSR) Dimeric, RIAD: 0.74, 20 swapped residues, 19 similar structures.
Swap 2 (1F0V) Dimeric, RIAD: 0.91, 12 swapped residues, unique structure.
Swap 3 (1JS0) Oligomeric, RIAD: 0.55, 14 swapped residues, unique structure.
Swap 4 (1B6V) Polymeric, RIAD: 0.10, 6 swapped residues, 2 similar structures.
(B) The secondary structure profile for the RNase A family is shown in gray, with helices represented bywaves, and strands represented by arrows. Colored boxes
illustrate the locations for each of the respective swaps along the polypeptide chain.
See also Figure S8.
Structure
Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomersfolding and associations is likely closely coupled, precluding
the characterization of the monomeric state. Nonetheless, the
unfolding mechanism of homodimers has been extensively
studied, revealing a range of behaviors, with some systems ex-
hibiting complex unfolding kinetics, involving one or more inter-
mediates, as reviewed by Rumfeldt et al. (2008). We identified
11 intertwined homodimers from the Rumfeldt review that
have known unfolding pathways. Not unexpectedly, intertwined
dimers that undergo dissociation prior to unfolding are less
extensively swapped (seven associations, mean RIAD = 0.27)
than those with no monomeric intermediates (four associations,
mean RIAD = 0.65), (see Table 3 for details).
Last, by analyzing the full range of intertwining modes
(distinct swaps) adopted by families of related proteins, we
find that the number of swaps is limited and specific to the
protein fold. This conclusion is analogous to previous observa-
tions that pairs of folds interact in a few discrete ways (Aloy
et al., 2003), and suggests that diversification in the amino
acid sequence within a protein family only determines if one
of the ‘‘allowed’’ modes may or may not form a stable associa-
tion. If protein misfolding and aggregation do indeed involve
intertwined associations (Mitraki, 2010), our results suggest
that a small number of intertwining modes could dominate the
observed aggregation modes.Structure 21The functional roles of homomer intertwining remain unclear.
Could intertwining promote cooperative behavior? There is
evidence that in some systems, intertwined dimers display
different binding specificities for other molecular ligands than
the corresponding monomer (Peterson et al., 2004; Chen et al.,
2008). Detailed structural and dynamic analyses of such systems
should shed light on this important question.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Software and Data Repositories
Protein structures from January 2011 PDB (Berman et al., 2000) snapshot were
parsed and analyzed using various publically available software modules (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Domain definitions were assigned for 99.96% protein chains in our data set
using aMarch 2012 snapshot of the dConsensus database (Alden et al., 2010).
Defining Associations and Assigning Assembly Modes
Subunit associations are defined here as comprising two identical polypeptide
chains (subunits) and a corresponding interface. Associations formed with all
crystal neighbors were examined and similar associations were grouped using
simple criteria based on heavy atom contacts between interface residues.
Representatives of each group were then classified into one of four assembly
modes dimeric, oligomeric, polymeric, or nonsymmetric. The assembly mode
is determined by analyzing the pattern of intersubunit contacts and by charac-
terizing the path in the protein structure graph. In this graph nodes represent, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 647
Table 3. Unfolding Pathways of Intertwined Proteins
Protein Namea PDB ID
Subunit
Size (AA)
Swap
Size (AA) RIAD
Unfolding
Intermediate(s)a
No Monomeric Intermediate
FIS 1ETY 98 47 0.526 Dimeric
TR 3WRP 108 36 0.636 Dimeric
Arc Repressor 1ARR 53 20 0.517 None
P13suc1 1PUC 105 14 0.929 Dimeric
Monomeric Intermediate
hMfB 1A7W 69 32 0.565 Monomeric
BthTx-1 1D1L 61 6 0.542 Monomeric
rTim 1R2T 248 22 0.132 Monomeric
HPV-16 E2 1A7G 82 5 0.032 Monomeric
and dimeric
YbeA 1NS5 155 6 0.153 Monomeric
YibK 1J85 160 9 0.198 Monomeric
yTIM 1YPI 247 7 0.264 Monomeric
aProtein name, PDB ID, subunit size, swap size, and RIAD values for in-
tertwined proteins whose unfolding pathways and intermediates were re-
viewed by Rumfeldt et al. (2008) and listed in Tables 3 and 4 of their study.
Structure
Intertwined Associations in Homo-oligomerssubunits and edges represent similar interfaces (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007;
Levy et al., 2006). Isolated edges, closed circular paths, and infinite paths,
correspond to dimeric, oligomeric and polymeric assemblies, respectively
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
Identifying Intertwined Associations
To identify intertwined associations we searched for subunit pairs that
exchange residues to form more compact substructures. To that end, the
constituent residues of a given association were divided into exactly two struc-
tural domains. A domain may consist entirely of residues from one polypeptide
chain or contain a subset of residues from both chains. In the latter case,
swapped residues of one chain, and nonswapped residues from a second
chain combine to form an intermolecular NCSD.
To identify NCSDs in the complex, we proceeded in a manner analogous to
that used to decompose single polypeptide chains into structural domains
(Holland et al., 2006). For each association comprising subunits A and B, the
matrix M of all residue-residue pairs was computed, where each element Mij
is the number of heavy atom contacts within 4.5 A˚ between residues i and j.
The procedure starts by randomly assigning a swap state S = {S0..SN}, where
Si equals 1 or 0, depending on whether the corresponding residue is swapped
or not. Nonswapped residues from subunits A and B are assigned to subsets
a and b, respectively, whereas swapped residues are exchanges between the
two sets. An optimization algorithm is then used to sample different swap
states subject to a set of constraints and identify the swap state solution SD
that minimizes the total number of residue-residue contacts C(S) between
the a and b subsets. The optimal swap state solution SD is referred to as the
swapping profile (Figure 2). Swapping profiles with strings of (0) and (1) corre-
spond to intertwined associations, whereas profiles with only zeros, represent
nonintertwined ones. Swapping profiles are also used to define the swapped
segments, and the swapping boundaries. A modified procedure is used to
identify NCSDs in oligomeric and polymeric assemblies, to account for the
fact that pair wise associations do not fully represent these assemblies (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Classification of Intertwined Associations
All intertwined associationswere classified into three categories: S-type, those
exchanging one contiguous chain segment that do not correspond to struc-
tural domains; D-type, those exchanging contiguous segments that do corre-
spond to such domains; and M-type, where two or more segments are
exchanged between the subunits. The more complex M-type cases were
filtered out first. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) procedure was then devel-648 Structure 21, 638–649, April 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rightsoped using Orange (Curk et al., 2005) to discriminate between S- and D-type
intertwining in the remaining associations on the basis of four features
describing physical and structural properties of the exchanged segments
and their overlap with structural domain assignments. A discrimination accu-
racy of 98% was demonstrated on an independent test set (see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures).
Statistical Significance Tests
The reported increase of intertwined associations among PISA-predicted
physiological assemblies was evaluated using a chi-square test, with data pre-
sented in Table 1. Binomial tests were performed to report statistical signifi-
cance (p values) of the increased abundance of intertwined associations
among NMR-solved dimers and the quaternary structure context of swapped
proteins. A t test was used to compare intertwined and non-intertwined distri-
butions of divers physical properties (LD values, Fnp ratios, interface size, and
protein size).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Results, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, eight figures, and one data set and can be found
with this online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2013.01.019.
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